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NGC 4651: The Umbrella Galaxy is a mere 62 million light-years distant, toward the 
well-groomed northern constellation Coma Berenices. About the size of our Milky 
Way, this island universe is seen to have a faint umbrella-shaped structure that seems 
to extend (left) some 100 thousand light-years beyond the bright galactic disk. The 
giant cosmic umbrella is now known to be composed of tidal star streams - extensive 
trails of stars gravitationally stripped from a smaller satellite galaxy. The small galaxy 
was eventually torn apart in repeated encounters as it swept back and forth on 
eccentric orbits through NGC 4651. In fact, the picture insert zooms in on the smaller 
galaxy's remnant core, identified in an extensive exploration of the system, using data 
from the large Subaru and Keck telescopes on Mauna Kea. Work begun by a 
remarkable collaboration of amateur and professional astronomers to image faint 
structures around bright galaxies suggests that even in nearby galaxies, tidal star 
streams are common markers of such galactic mergers. The result is explained by 
models of galaxy formation that also apply to our own Milky Way.4651
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Spiral galaxy NGC 4651 is a mere 35 million light-years distant, toward the well-
groomed constellation Coma Berenices. About 50 thousand light-years across, this 
galaxy is seen to have a faint umbrella-shaped structure (right) that seems to extend 
some 50 thousand light-years farther, beyond the bright galactic disk. The giant 
cosmic umbrella is now known to be composed of tidal star streams. The streams 
themselves are extensive trails of stars gravitationally stripped from a smaller satellite 
galaxy that was eventually torn apart. Placing your cursor over the image will 
superimpose a simulation of the satellite galaxy's path as it was disrupted and 
absorbed into NGC 4651. Recent work by a remarkable collaboration of amateur and 
professional astronomers to image faint structures around bright galaxies suggests 
that even in nearby galaxies, such tidal star streams are common. The result 
is predicted by models of galaxy formation, including the formation of our Milky Way.
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Scientists used the W. M. Keck Observatory and Subaru Observatory to study the dynamics of faint stellar substructures around the Umbrella 
Galaxy, accurately modeling how it is swallowing a smaller galaxy.
Mauna Kea, Hawaii – Scientists studying a ‘twin’ of the Milky Way have used the W. M. Keck Observatory and Subaru Observatory to accurately 
model how it is swallowing another, smaller galaxy. Their findings have opened the way to a better understanding of how structure forms in the 
universe and are being published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society this week.
The work, led by Caroline Foster of the Australian Astronomical Observatory, has used the Umbrella (NGC 4651) galaxy to reveal insights in 
galactic behavior.
The Umbrella lies 62 million light-years away, in the northern constellation of Coma Berenices. Its faint parasol is composed of a stellar stream, 
thought to be the remnants of a smaller galaxy being pulled apart by the large galaxy’s intense gravitational field. The Umbrella will eventually 
absorb this small galaxy completely.
The merging of small galaxies into larger ones is common throughout the universe, but because the shredded galaxies are so faint it has been 
hard to extract details in three-dimensions about how such mergers proceed. Using the most powerful optical facilities in the world, the twin, 10-
meter Keck Observatory and the 8-meter Subaru Telescope, near the summit of Mauna Kea, Foster and her collaborators have determined 
enough about the character of the merger to provide a detailed model of how and when it occurred.
In this three-dimensional, rotating computer model of the Umbrella galaxy, the disk of the main galaxy is shown by blue circles. The path of the 
dwarf galaxy through space is shown by a green curve. The white dots show stars that once belonged to the dwarf galaxy but have now been 
ripped off by tidal forces into a long stream of stars.
After taking panoramic images of the Umbrella with Suprime-Cam on Subaru, the scientists used the DEIMOS instrument, installed on the Keck II 
telescope, to map out the motions of the stream and hence determine how the galaxy is being shredded.
The stars in the stream are incredibly faint, so it was necessary to use a proxy technique to measure the speeds of brighter tracer objects moving 
along with the stream stars. These bright tracers include globular star clusters, planetary nebulae (dying stars that glow like neon lights), and 
patches of glowing hydrogen gas.
“This is important because our whole concept about what galaxies are and how they grow has not been fully verified,” said co-author Aaron 
Romanowsky, an astronomer at both San José State University and University of California Observatories. “We think they are constantly 
consuming smaller galaxies as part of a cosmic food chain, all pulled together by a mysterious form of invisible ‘dark matter’. When a galaxy is 
torn apart, we sometimes get a glimpse of the hidden vista because the stripping process lights it up. That’s what occurred here.”
“Through new techniques we have been able to measure the movements of the stars in the very distant, very faint, stellar stream in the 
Umbrella,” Foster said. “This allows us, for the first time, to reconstruct the history of the system.”
“Being able to study streams this far away means that we can reconstruct the assembly histories of many more galaxies,” Romanowsky said. “In 
turn that means we can get a handle on how often these ‘minor mergers’ — thought to be an important way that galaxies grow — actually occur. 
We can also map out the orbits of the stellar streams to test the pull of gravity for exotic effects, much like the Moon going around the Earth but 
without having to wait 300 million years for the orbit to complete.”
The present work is a follow-up to a 2010 study, led by Dr. David Martínez-Delgado (University of Heidelberg), which used small robotic 
telescopes to image eight isolated spiral galaxies, and found the signs of mergers — shells, clouds and arcs of tidal debris — in six of them.
The W. M. Keck Observatory operates the largest, most scientifically productive telescopes on Earth. The two, 10-meter optical/infrared 
telescopes on the summit of Mauna Kea on the Island of Hawaii feature a suite of advanced instruments including imagers, multi-object 
spectrographs, high-resolution spectrographs, integral-field spectroscopy and world-leading laser guide star adaptive optics systems.
DEIMOS (the DEep Imaging and Multi-Object Spectrograph) boasts the largest field of view (16.7 arcmin by 5 arcmin) of any of the Keck 
instruments, and the largest number of pixels (64 Mpix). It is used primarily in its multi-object mode, obtaining simultaneous spectra of up to 130 
galaxies or stars. Astronomers study fields of distant galaxies with DEIMOS, efficiently probing the most distant corners of the universe with high 
sensitivity.
Keck Observatory is a private 501(c)3 non-profit organization and a scientific partnership of the California Institute of Technology, the University 
of California and NASA.
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NGC 4651 is located in the center of the blue brackets.  It is on the line between the 
stars Arcturus and Denebola.
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The location of NGC 4651 is not  shown in this chart.    It is located slightly below the 
mid point on a line drawn between M53 and M85.    This is also about 6 degrees to 
the SE of the star Alpha Coma Berenices.
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This is how NGC would look at about 115x in an 8 inch f/11 telescope.   
NGC 4651 is a spiral galaxy located in the constellation of Coma Berenices that can be 
seen with amateurtelescopes, at a distance not well determined that ranges from 35 
million light years[2] to 72 million light years[3]

Features[edit]
This member of the Virgo Cluster, located on its outskirts,[4] is known as 
the Umbrella Galaxy due to the umbrella-shaped structure that extends from its disk 
to the east and that it's composed of stellar streams, being the remmants of a much 
smaller galaxy that has been torn apart by NGC 4651's tidal forces,[2][5] something 
that explains why NGC 4651 has been included on Halton Arp's Atlas of Peculiar 
Galaxies as Arp 189 -galaxy with filaments-.
Studies using radiotelescopes of the distribution of its neutral hydrogen show 
distortions on NGC 4651's outer regions and a gas clump associated with a dwarf 
galaxy that may have born in the event that produced the mentioned stellar 
streams[6]

Unlike most spiral galaxies of the Virgo Cluster, NGC 4651 is rich in neutral hydrogen, 
also extending beyond the optical disk,[6] and its star formation is the typical for a 
galaxy of its type.[4]
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Subimages: 13 x 600 sec at f/10, 14 x 600s at f/6 (4.5 hrs)
Scope: C11XLT efl=2940mm and with reducer-corrector efl=1588mm
Mount: Losmandy G11 with Gemini
Camera: ST8XME set to -30C and -25C
Guiding: Self-guide, ExpTime = 2 sec, dithered.
Acquisition and Processing: MaxIm DL/CCD v4.5 and CCDSharp
Imaged between: March 24 and May 13, 2007
Masters class winner of SCT-User 2007 Imaging Contest. Many thanks to organizer 
Rod Molisse and sponsor Astronomics Inc. who donated an Astrotech 66ED telescope 
with SCT rings. See this site for all the contest entries.

SD Mask combine of best frames to produce two masters (f/10 and f/6).
Placed 1530x1020 f/10 image into enlarged (3060x2040) canvas with bgd level 
adjusted.
Average combine of resized f/6 master with f/10 enlarged canvas.
Create flat field from multiple Erosion/Avg filters, divided by flat.
CCDSharp LR deconvolution 4 iterations
DDP, crop and cosmetic star repair.
Resized down by a factor of 2.
A full size version (2730x1760, 530kb) can be viewed here
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Not even a stream of stars from a long lost satellite galaxy dampens the clarity of this composite image featuring 
NGC 4651, the Umbrella galaxy. It was produced with the 8.2 meter Subaru telescope and the .5 meter 
instrument of the Blackbird Observatory.

Located towards the northern constellation of Coma Berenices, NGC 4651 drifts through the Cosmos about 35 
million light years from Earth. It's noteworthy for the appearance of a crescent shaped structure extending 
laterally from an enormous jet that seems to emanate from the star system's heart. Combined, they conjure the 
appearance of an open umbrella, and its handle, shielding the galaxy from inclement cosmic weather.

The umbrella feature was previously reported by Boris Vorontsov Velyaminov in 1959 but recent research by Dr. 
David Martínez-Delgado ( Max Planck Institute for Astronomy ) and an international team of astronomers has 
concluded the crescent shaped shell at the end of the jet is the apocenter of a dwarf galaxy that was tidally 
disrupted then integrated into the larger spiral billions of years ago. According to the most widely accepted 
theory explaining the creation and evolution of galaxies, most spiral galaxies grew to their present size through 
the assimilation of dwarf satellite galaxies.

A possible second arc, on the opposite side of the galaxy, is partially hidden by the spiral's disk. This suggests we 
are observing a moderately inclined structure projected into the galaxy's halo. Computer simulations indicate 
dwarf satellite galaxies sometimes yo-yo back and forth, disgorging stellar material at their terminus points, when 
their orbits are inclined close to the parent's spiral disk. This suggests the arcs on both sides of NGC 4651 may be 
from a common merger.

The enormity of the unbrella structure and the reach of the jet becomes more impressive when the galaxy's 
50,000 lightyear diameter is considered. For comparison, our Mikly Way galaxy is about twice the size of this 
distant star system.

Obtained with the National Observatory of Japan's 8.2 meter Subaru telescope, this composite image of NGC 
4651 was produced by combining G, R, and OIII narrow band filtered images into a synthetic luminance channel. 
The luminance data was scaled then projected into a gray scale picture. The exposures ranged from less than 2 
minutes to slightly over 5 minutes in duration. The final composite image was tinted with data exposed through 
the Blackbird Observatory .5 meter telescope. The color exposures required a total of six hours.
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